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INTRODUCTION by Richard J. Wattenmaker

M

artin Kotler’s monotypes were first featured in an exhibition at the

Addison/Ripley Gallery in the spring of 1994. Here, I thought, is a discerning graphic
artist of high caliber, a virtuoso draftsman in the tradition of Rembrandt, the
Chinese masters of the brush and Degas. Kotler’s unique prints, in black and white
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distinctive pictorial themes. His sustained inspiration from the quotidian world is
diversified and animated by means of intricate harmonies of color, light, textures of
varying densities—all situated within his own spatial frameworks. These uniquely
personal compositions express and incorporate the artist’s command of perspective

or sepia, with their expressive figures, drawn with terse calligraphic gestures, are

of Amsterdam, 1657,

and detail. Kotler extracts newly invented picture ideas by means of the creative

subtly set within dramatic dark-light atmospheric effects on the paper. I was soon to

Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum

geometry he imposes. His striking and original reorganizations prompt us to look
beneath the mere surface, the immediately accessible, and seek out the manifold

learn his work in that challenging medium is only one dimension of his creativity.
Martin Kotler is first and foremost a painter. For more than thirty years, one of his
primary subjects has been the Washington cityscape. This current selection of
canvases puts before us the artist’s recent discoveries employing this time-honored
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complexities of his investigative ideas.
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of Art

Two broad categories of Kotler’s cityscape compositions can be identified: those

subject. Kotler’s cityscapes stem from the western cityscape tradition that descends

where geometry is primary and in which a firm, cool pristine clarity is stressed and

from Ambrogio Lorenzetti in fourteenth century Siena, the seventeenth century

which are composed as both broad panoramas and as close-up vignettes; the other

Dutch, eighteenth century Venetians, nineteenth century French painters Corot,

category features briskly applied brushwork where shapes of tree trunks, branches,

Boudin and Seurat to twentieth century interpreters such as Sheeler, Demuth and

simplified figures and snow banks are set against a geometric backdrop of houses.

Diebenkorn. The masters with whom Kotler shares a particular affinity are Pieter

In Catenary at K, Power From Above (cat.14) a complex network of color-made

Saenredam (Dutch 1597–1665) 1 and J-B-C Corot (French 1796–1875).2 Kotler’s

volumes are gracefully interspersed with a variety of multi-directional linear

interest in illustrative content has been for him both a liberation and stimulus  — a

patterns. These patterns are woven together into a dense overall compositional

point of departure for his own dynamic experiments as it was for his forebears. He

fabric wherein he establishes landing points and resting stages which engage the

confidently integrates the lessons of his predecessors and masterfully transforms

eye as it travels around the picture from foreground to back and top to bottom. The

the District’s architecture, streets, skyline and train yards, often in series, into new

uppermost horizontal band against the blue sky is a highly original variation on

the “sky-as-mere-backdrop” feature that is found in most conventional landscapes
and cityscapes. In Quiet Morning, K Station (cat.8) and related canvases, there is

3. Kunsthistorisches
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the prodigious mastery and conceptual finesse of his art. Past masters like Vermeer,
Canaletto, Bellotto and El Greco, to name just a few, conceived ingenious and

a sweeping vista where the striking green-blue second floor copper facing of the

diverse pictorial solutions to the cityscape theme whereby they transformed the

tawny brown stationhouse is balanced on its left by a broad triangular shape, along

prosaic into poetry. Artists and photographers in our epoch have continued to

with divided rails that carry the triangular theme under the background overpass

explore these challenging picture ideas. It takes a confident artist not to be crushed

and structures beyond. These motifs comprise the lower half of the composition.

under such a legacy. Washington is fortunate to have an artist of Martin Kotler’s

They are offset in the upper half by asymmetrically placed strands of seemingly

stature and to have this wonderful opportunity to study and enjoy the exceptional

wispy catenaries, lines of gently curved suspended cables, strung from poles, that

creative results of his experiments presented in this exhibition.

are irregularly punctuated by transformers and insulators. In Kotler’s imaginative
placements, these units appear to float above the tracks and buildings recalling
in their delicacy Alexander Calder’s mobiles and the “constellation” drawings of
Joan Miró. Hunters in the Snow, The Storm (cat.24) and the series of which it is
a part is Kotler’s tribute to Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s Hunters in the Snow.3 With
Kotler’s figures and dogs silhouetted in the foreground, and shovels and brooms
replacing the hunters’ pikes of Brueghel, Kotler’s snow laden branches yield a
gentle intimacy whereas Brueghel stresses stark epic drama in his vast panorama.
Martin Kotler’s cityscapes represent a significant aspect of his work. Descriptive
classifications such as “realist” do not adequately capture the individual character
and boundaries of his originality and are of no help in assisting us to understand
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M

artin Kotler (Newark, New Jersey, 1953). Kotler’s art is intensely personal

and a true expression of his artistic vision honed by his studies, teaching and travel.
Originally lured to Washington, DC’s industrial and architectural subjects in 1978, his
cityscapes echo many of the formal elements found in the great precisionist paintings
of Sheeler and Demuth while also retaining a painterly style reminiscent of the “direct
technique” evident in paintings by Bellows and Dickinson. Kotler’s paintings seek to
capture the light and forms of Washington’s dynamic 21st century urban environment.
Complementing his streetscape paintings are his intimate premier coup botanical
paintings, usually completed in single sittings. These plein air works capture winter
scenes of light and life unfolding along the Potomac River.

Kotler received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the Maryland Institute College
of Art in 1976 and Master of Fine Arts degree from American University in 1980.
His works are included in numerous private and public collections at the Baltimore
Museum of Art, Baltimore, MD; Fogg Museum at Harvard University, Cambridge,
MA; Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los Angeles, CA; Smithsonian American
Art Museum, Washington, DC; American University’s Watkins Art Gallery; Maryland
Institute College of Art; and U.S. Department of State’s Art in Embassies collection.
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